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Session 1 How Much Income Do You Need in Retirement?

We’ll help you determine what percentage of your current 
income you’ll have to replace after you stop working, 
focusing on swing factors like potential healthcare, housing 
and long-term care costs. 



Retirement Spending Worksheet

 

I N S T R U C T I O N S Working Income (Annual, pretax)

REDUCED BY:

Payroll taxes (2017 FICA taxes are 7.65%; Social Security tax applies to first $127,200 of income)

Annual retirement savings

$

$

$

To anticipate in-retirement spending and 
how it might change relative to spending 
while working, use annual working 
income as a starting point, then adjust by 
factors such as taxes, savings, and 
reductions or increases in expenditures.  
This approach is a good starting point 
for people who have several years until 
retirement and therefore may not be in 
a good position to anticipate their actual 
in-retirement expenses line item by 
line item. Pre-retirees getting close to 
retirement, on the other hand, will want 
to create a traditional budget to guide 
their spending plans, forecasting 
expenditures in both fixed and discretion-
ary categories.

Subtotal 1

FURTHER REDUCED BY:

Expenditures for work-related transit, dining out, wardrobe, etc.

Anticipated reductions in housing-related costs (downsizing, relocation) if applicable

Other anticipated spending reductions (specify)

Subtotal 2 (Working income reduced by above items)

INCREASED BY:

Health-care spending 

Travel, leisure, other discretionary expenses

Other spending increases (specify)

Total Annual In-Retirement Spending Estimate (Subtotal 2 increased by above items)

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$



Session 2 What Sources of Income Will You Be Able to Count On?

Streams of income from sources other than your retirement 
investment portfolio can play a crucial role in determining 
readiness. We’ll explore how to consider Social Security, 
pensions, annuities, rental property income, part-time work 
and more when building your plan.



Non-Portfolio Income Sources Worksheet

One of the key steps in the retirement 
planning process is to take an inventory 
of all expected income sources in 
retirement. Pre-retirees should separately 
account for both guaranteed lifetime 
income sources—the most valuable 
in-retirement assets—as well as those 
that could be subject to periodic 
disruptions or cease altogether. (Couples 
developing joint retirement plans 
can combine their incomes from their non-
portfolio sources.) Armed with that 
information and anticipated in-retirement 
spending, a retiree can determine how 
much of his or her spending the portfolio 
will need to replace.  

I N S T R U C T I O N S Guaranteed Lifetime Income Sources (annually)

Social Security income (Social Security’s online estimator www.ssa.gov/retire/estimator.html)

Pension Income 

   Inflation adjusted?

Annuity Income

 
Other Income Sources (annually)

Working Income 

   Anticipated Duration 

Income from other non-guaranteed, non-portfolio sources (rental income, royalties, etc.)

Total Non-Portfolio Income from All Sources (annually)

$

$

$

years

$

     Yes            No

$

$



Session 3 Can Your Portfolio Provide What It Needs To?

Once you’ve assessed your non-portfolio sources of income, 
we’ll help you decide on exactly how big that pot of money needs 
to be by drilling down on what is a reasonable withdrawal 
rate and exploring various withdrawal strategies.



Retirement Policy Statement
R E T I R E M E N T  D E T A I L S

R E T I R E M E N T  S T R A T E G Y  I N  B R I E F  2–3 Sentences

Anticipated retirement date

Spouse’s anticipated retirement date (if different)

Anticipated retirement duration

Spouse’s anticipated retirement duration (if different)

Additional financial goals in retirement (specify)

R E T I R E M E N T  A S S E T S

Employer-sponsored retirement plan (401(k), 403(b), 457 Plan)

IRA

Self-employed retirement savings vehicle (SEP or SIMPLE IRA, Solo 401(k))

Taxable investment accounts

Liquid investment accounts (checking, savings, money market, etc.)

Health savings accounts

Rental property

Other (specify)

Other (specify)

Other (specify)

TOTAL Retirement assets

R E T I R E M E N T  S P E N D I N G

Total annual spending

Annual amount supplied by certain sources of income (pension, annuity, etc.)

Annual amount supplied by other income sources (work, rental, property, etc.)

TOTAL Annual spending from portfolio

Annual spending from portfolio

÷ =
Total retirement assets Withdrawal rate

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

I N S T R U C T I O N S

Create this policy statement to help guide 
ongoing maintenance of your retirement 
plan, as well as to document the basics of 
your plan for your loved ones.



I N F L A T I O N  A D J U S T M E N T S  

C A S H - F L O W  G E N E R A T I N G  S Y S T E M

R E Q U I R E D  M I N I M U M  D I S T R I B U T I O N S

Expected annual inflation adjustment

Forego annual inflation adjustment if (check all that apply)

        The consumer price index (CPI) is unchanged

        My spending needs are unchanged

        My portfolio’s value is down

Rely exclusively  on income distributions from bonds, dividend-paying stocks, etc. to fund my expenses

Reinvest income distributions; periodically rebalance/sell highly appreciated securities to fund my expenses

Use a combination of income distributions and rebalancing proceeds to fund my expenses

W I T H D R A W A L  R A T E

Withdraw                            of my balance in year 1 of retirement, then inflation-adjust that amount annually

Spend a fixed percentage of my portfolio ____                 annually, regardless of my balance

Spend a fixed percentage of my portfolio                           annually, but no less than                            and no 
more than                           regardless of my balance (see https://www.vanguard.com/pdf/icrmda.pdf for 
details on setting a “ceiling” and “floor”) 

Spend my portfolio’s income distributions only, regardless of the amount

Retirement Policy Statement

Apply to the following accounts

Commence on or before (April 1 of the year following the year in which you turn 70½)

My accounts

My spouse’s accounts

April 1, 20

April 1, 20

%

%

%

% $

$

(check one)

(check one)



Session 4 How Should You Structure Your Retirement Portfolio?

A retirement portfolio may need to look very different from a 
portfolio designed only for accumulation. Christine Benz 
will lay out the bucket approach to portfolio construction that 
allows retirees to have ample ready cash but also assets 
more aggressively invested for the future.
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The current low-yield environment makes it a challenging time to wring income from a portfolio. 

Some income-focused investors have ventured further onto the risk spectrum to generate a  

livable yield; a smaller segment has been sticking with safer sources of income but trying to make 

do on less.

The bucket approach to generating living expenses from a portfolio during retirement aims to meet 

those challenges head on. The basic strategy is that a retiree holds the bulk of her assets in a  

long-term portfolio that’s diversified between stocks and bonds. She then augments it with a cash 

bucket that she uses for spending money, and periodically refills that cash bucket with income 

distributions, rebalancing proceeds, or both.

This aggressive bucket portfolio is composed of traditional mutual funds. With a roughly 50% equity  

position and the remainder in cash and bonds, the portfolio is more stock-heavy than other  

in-retirement portfolios. It’s geared toward younger retirees who are comfortable with the higher 

volatility that accompanies an equity-heavy mix.

Bucket Basics

The central idea of the bucket strategy, as envisioned by financial-planning guru Harold Evensky, is 

to include a cash bucket to cover near-term cash needs. Over time, the cash bucket will weigh on the 

portfolio’s performance, as longer-term assets (stocks and bonds) will tend to generate better  

returns. The big benefit of the cash cushion, however, is that it provides peace of mind for a retiree  

to know that assets for pending expenses are safely segregated from the more volatile assets in  

the portfolio. Even in a scenario in which the stock portion of the portfolio dropped precipitously, the 

retiree could spend the cash in bucket one and even move into the portfolio’s next-line reserves—

short-term bonds—without having to sell any stocks at a low ebb. 

This particular portfolio is geared toward retirees who expect to live 25 or more years in retirement.  

As with all of my portfolios, its goal isn’t to generate the best returns of any retirement portfolio  

on record, but rather to help retirees and pre-retirees visualize what a long-term, strategic total-return 

An Aggressive Retirement Portfolio in  
3 Buckets
This stock-heavy portfolio is appropriate for retirees with long 
time horizons and ample risk tolerance.

by Christine Benz, Director of Personal Finance
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portfolio would look like. Thus, a newly retired investor could follow the basic bucket concept without 

completely upending existing favorite holdings. 

The portfolio includes three buckets geared toward the near, intermediate, and long term. 

Bucket 1: Years 1–2

8% Cash (certificates of deposit, money market accounts, and so on)

The goal of this portion of the portfolio is to provide money for cash needs in years one and two of 

retirement, so we’re not taking any risks with it. The yields on true cash instruments are currently 

comparable with those of short-term investments that don’t ensure principal stability, so there’s no 

sense in going with something that’s not FDIC-insured. 

Bucket 2: Years 3–10

8%   Fidelity Short-Term Bond FSHBX

10% Harbor Bond HABDX

4% Vanguard Short-Term Inflation-Protected Securities VTAPX

10% Vanguard Wellesley Income VWIAX

This portion of the portfolio is designed to deliver slightly more income than bucket one, as well as a 

dash of inflation protection and capital appreciation. The Fidelity Short-Term Bond fund is there if,  

in a worst-case scenario, bucket one were depleted and rebalancing proceeds and/or income from 

the portfolio were insufficient to meet living expenses.

Despite the prospective headwinds of rising interest rates, I’m still comfortable with the fact that this  

portion of the portfolio is anchored in bonds. The linchpin bond holding, Harbor Bond, may suffer 

some short-term volatility if and when rates rise again; indeed, it lost 3% when bond yields spiked 

during the summer of 2013. Over time, however, the fund should be able to make up short-term 

principal losses by swapping into higher-yielding bonds as they become available. 

Because this portion of the portfolio has a longer time horizon but is focused on fixed-income 

investments, inflation is more of a concern. Thus, I’ve included a fund that invests in Treasury Inflation- 

Protected Securities, which adjust their principal values upward to keep pace with the Consumer  

Price Index. The short-term Vanguard fund delivers the desired inflation protection without the 

extreme rate sensitivity that accompanies longer-duration TIPS.

3

3

3

3

3
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Bucket 3: Years 11 and Beyond

10%  Vanguard Total Stock Market Index VTSAX

24%  Vanguard Dividend Appreciation VDADX

13%  Harbor International HAINX 

8%  Loomis Sayles Bond LSBDX 

5%  Harbor Commodity Real Return HACMX

Due to an anchor position in Vanguard Dividend Appreciation, which focuses on companies with a  

history of growing their dividends, the portfolio has a high-quality tilt that’s appropriate for a 

retirement portfolio. (Note that the original version of this portfolio included a position in  Vanguard 

Dividend Growth VDIGX, but that fund closed in late July 2016; we supplanted it with this like-

minded index fund.) A smaller position in Vanguard Total Stock Market supplies exposure to sectors 

that tend to be underweight in the Vanguard fund, such as technology. I’m also comfortable with 

Harbor International despite the 2014 retirement of one of its comanagers, as the remaining three 

managers are experienced and have been steeped in the firm’s disciplined, value-oriented approach.

 

And even though I’ve previously voiced concern about investors’ stampede into higher-yielding  

bond-market sectors, I’m not inclined to reduce the position in Loomis Sayles Bond at this point. For  

one thing, we’re holding the fund with at least a 10-year time horizon in mind. Moreover, I like 

the fact that the fund isn’t wedded to a single risky sector; its managers can venture into foreign-

currency-denominated bonds, convertibles, high-yield bonds, and even stocks.

Christine Benz is Morningstar’s director of personal finance and author of 30-Minute Money Solutions: A Step-by-Step Guide  
to Managing Your Finances and the Morningstar Guide to Mutual Funds: 5-Star Strategies for Success. Follow Christine on Twitter:  
@christine_benz.
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The past few decades have brought huge challenges for retirees and pre-retirees: two market 

crashes, the ebbing away of pension plans, and dramatically declining interest rates.

The bucket approach to retirement planning doesn’t solve all of those problems. But as a total-return 

strategy, it helps retirees build a diversified portfolio that isn’t overly dependent on whatever the 

interest-rate gods are serving up at any given point in time. In lieu of focusing strictly on income-rich 

securities, retirees using the bucket approach set aside a baseline of cash for near-term living 

expenses. Before that bucket runs dry, they can refill it with dividend and income distributions and/or 

rebalancing proceeds.

The years 2008 and 2009, during the financial crisis, provide a useful illustration of how the bucket 

strategy can help retirees deal with challenging conditions. Because bucket one holds enough cash to 

cover one to two years’ worth of living expenses, the retiree wouldn’t have to sell stocks or risky  

bond types, all of which suffered big losses in 2008, at a low ebb. The cash cushion would also allow 

income-focused investors to regroup as bond yields dropped dramatically lower and many financial-

services firms slashed their dividends.

I’ve created a number of in-retirement model “bucket” portfolios, employing both traditional mutual 

funds and exchange-traded funds. To be sure, there’s a lot to like about ETFs for retirees. First, the 

good ones are fairly cheap. And as retirees shift more and more of their portfolios into low-returning 

asset classes, such as cash and bonds, keeping expenses down is a great way to boost take-home 

returns. Broad-based ETFs (and index funds) also provide a lot of diversification in a single shot, and 

with no managers to monitor, retirees will have less day-to-day portfolio oversight. Finally, equity ETFs 

and index funds can be highly tax-efficient, an attractive feature for retirees with sizable taxable 

account balances. (Bond ETFs will receive similar tax treatment as bond mutual funds; there’s no tax 

benefit to the ETF wrapper for securities that kick off ordinary income.)

An Aggressive ETF Bucket Portfolio  
for Retirement
This ETF-oriented portfolio is ideal for retirees with long time 
horizons and a high tolerance for risk.

by Christine Benz, Director of Personal Finance
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Bucket Basics

My aggressive ETF bucket portfolio uses the same general framework and assumptions as the aggressive 

mutual fund portfolio. It assumes a couple with a 25-year time horizon (or longer) and a fairly high  

risk capacity. It also assumes they’re using the standard 4% approach to portfolio withdrawals, meaning 

they’ll withdraw 4% of their original balance in year one of their retirement and inflation-adjust  

that sum in subsequent years. As bucket one is depleted, they will refill it using dividend and income 

distributions, rebalancing proceeds, or both. 

As with the mutual fund portfolios, I’ve employed three buckets here: bucket one, for near-term  

living expenses; bucket two, holding securities with an intermediate-term time horizon in mind, primarily 

bonds; and bucket three, holding the portfolio’s longest-term growth assets.

Bucket 1: Years 1–2

8% Cash (certificates of deposit, money market accounts and funds, and so on)

As the liquidity sleeve of the portfolio, the focus of bucket one is stability with a modest dose of 

income. Yields on many cash alternatives, such as ultrashort bond funds, are currently lower than 

what you’d earn on true cash instruments. Meanwhile, such investment types don’t guarantee—

either implicitly or explicitly—that your principal value won’t fluctuate. Thus, they’re a poor substitute 

for cash right now, even though they may look more attractive when short-term yields eventually 

trend up.

Bucket 2: Years 3–10

8% Vanguard Short-Term Bond ETF BSV

10%   PIMCO Total Return ETF BOND

4%   Vanguard Short-Term Inflation-Protected Securities VTIP

10%  Vanguard Dividend Appreciation Index ETF VIG

PIMCO Total Return is bucket two’s core fixed-income position, just as Harbor Bond (a near-clone of  

PIMCO Total Return PTTRX) is the anchor fixed-income holding in the mutual fund bucket portfolios. 

So-called “core-plus” products like these, which my colleague Eric Jacobson outlined here, they have 

the latitude to venture beyond the securities in the Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index and take 

small positions in emerging-markets and high-yield bonds. They can also position duration (a measure 

of interest-rate sensitivity) differently from the index.

This portion of the portfolio also holds a stake in a plain-vanilla short-term bond index fund to serve as 

next-line reserves should bucket one become depleted and income and rebalancing proceeds are 
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insufficient to refill it. Meanwhile, Vanguard Short-Term Inflation-Protected Securities promises less 

interest-rate-related volatility than core TIPS funds, as well as some insulation against unexpected 

inflationary pressures.

At the tail-end of bucket two is a position in Vanguard Dividend Appreciation, which is also the main 

equity holding in bucket three.

Bucket 3: Years 11 and Beyond

25% Vanguard Dividend Appreciation Index ETF VIG 

10% Vanguard Total Stock Market Index ETF VTI

12% Vanguard FTSE All-World ex-US ETF VEU

5% SPDR Barclays High Yield Bond ETF JNK

3% WisdomTree Emerging Markets Local Debt ETF ELD 

5% Greenhaven Continuous Commodity ETF GCC

Bucket three is the growth engine of the portfolio and also has the longest anticipated holding period. 

Therefore, it features heavy equity exposure as well as smaller stakes in volatile, credit-sensitive bond 

types and commodities.

Vanguard Dividend Appreciation is the portfolio’s largest position. Although its dividend is just over 

2%, it’s not too much higher than the broad market’s. But the key attraction here is a focus on quality: 

The fund focuses on highly profitable firms with histories of raising dividends. That makes it an 

appropriate anchor holding for investors at any life stage, but its below-average volatility makes it espec- 

ially appealing for retirees. The portfolio also includes U.S. and foreign-markets index exposure, to 

bring its costs down and fold in sectors that aren’t well represented in Vanguard Dividend Appreciation, 

such as financials and technology.

Whereas the mutual fund portfolios include a stake in  Loomis Sayles Bond (LSBDX) in bucket  

three, the ETF portfolios take a piecemeal approach to riskier bond-market sectors, taking small pos- 

itions in a junk-bond and local-currency-denominated emerging-markets bond fund. I prefer  

active management in some of these areas—especially junk bonds—but these ETFs should serve as 

reasonable aggressive kickers for the portfolio. A commodity-index-tracking ETF provides additional 

inflation protection.

Christine Benz is Morningstar’s director of personal finance and author of 30-Minute Money Solutions: A Step-by-Step Guide  
to Managing Your Finances and the Morningstar Guide to Mutual Funds: 5-Star Strategies for Success. Follow Christine on Twitter:  
@christine_benz.
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Just a few years ago, many investors greeted the topic of tax efficiency with a shrug—and maybe a 

yawn. Mutual funds still had plenty of capital losses on their books that they could use to offset 

capital gains, so capital gains distributions were few and far between in the early parts of the market 

recovery. Investors may have also been harvesting their own losses that they could apply to gains, 

further limiting the tax bite.

Fast-forward to today, however, and it’s easier to make a case for paying attention to tax efficiency. 

Continued strong market performance meant that many mutual funds made significant capital gains 

distributions in 2013 and 2014, having burned through their available loss carryforwards. And while 

it’s hard to get excited about bond income, period—before or after the haircut of taxes—taxes exact 

just as big a toll, if not larger, in percentage terms as they ever did. The Medicare surtax that went 

into effect in 2013 creates an added incentive for high-income investors to pay attention to tax efficiency. 

In an era in which returns could be constrained going forward, paying a tax-cost ratio of 1% or 

2%—not uncommon among many mutual funds that are not explicitly managed for tax efficiency—

will be a significant drag on take-home returns.

Of course, an obvious way to limit taxable capital gains and income distributions is to stash investments 

inside of tax-sheltered accounts. But once those receptacles are full, investors have no choice but  

to save inside of taxable accounts. And building assets in taxable accounts can even be desirable, for 

reasons outlined in this article, especially in retirement. By saving in each of the main types of tax 

wrappers during the accumulation years—tax-deferred, Roth, and taxable—a retiree can exercise at 

least some control over the taxes she pays in retirement.

My original “bucket” portfolios—time-segmented portfolios geared toward aggressive, moderate,  

and conservative retirees—were created with tax-sheltered accounts in mind. The three original port- 

folios consist of traditional mutual funds, while the other three are composed exclusively of  

exchange-traded funds. But those same portfolios can readily be adjusted to make them more 

tax-efficient, as we’ve done with today’s series of model portfolios.

3 Tax-Efficient “Bucket” Portfolios for Retirees
Our model portfolios are designed to facilitate in-retirement 
cash flows—and to limit Uncle Sam’s take.

by Christine Benz, Director of Personal Finance
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Higher Equity Positions

For these three tax-efficient bucket portfolios, I employed the same general asset-allocation parameters 

that I used with the other bucket portfolios. Specifically, I carved out a cash component to cover a 

retiree’s near-term expenses—the linchpin of the bucket system—and relied on Morningstar’s Lifetime 

Allocation Indexes to help guide the long-term portfolios’ exposures.

It’s worth noting, however, that these portfolios feature slightly higher equity positions than is the 

case with my other retiree bucket portfolios. The reason is that I avoided some of the higher-risk/

higher-income fixed-income types that appeared in my other portfolios—for example, high-yield and 

emerging-markets bonds. Because their income distributions are taxed at investors’ ordinary income 

tax rates, they’re a better fit for tax-sheltered accounts. These investments have risk/reward profiles that 

fall between equities and bonds, so it’s reasonable to nudge up the tax-efficient portfolios’ equity 

exposures to compensate for the fact that they’re missing here. (A retired investor could reasonably 

employ a small stake in high-yield municipal bonds in lieu of some of the high-quality exposure 

featured in this portfolio—say, 5% of the total portfolio—but the sector has enjoyed such a strong 

runup that I didn’t include such a stake in these portfolios.)

Retirees will want to be sure to “right-size” the components of these portfolios based on their spending 

plans and other considerations, however. If they’re prioritizing withdrawals from their taxable 

portfolios over other account types—in line with tax-efficient withdrawal-sequencing considerations—

they may want a larger cash component than is outlined here. (I typically recommend that retirees 

hold six months’ to two years’ worth of planned expenditures in true cash instruments.) Moreover, 

retirees will want to take into account their own time horizons, risk tolerance, and investment goals 

when setting their allocations. As with the other retiree bucket portfolios, the asset allocations shown 

here assume that the retiree will spend all of his or her assets, which may not be the case for those 

who would like to leave a bequest to loved ones or charity.

A Tax-Efficient Makeover 

Despite having asset allocations that are similar to the other bucket portfolios, the specific holdings 

differ. On the equity side, I employed tax-managed funds for U.S. equity exposure and a core index  

fund for non-U.S. exposure. While tax-managed funds, index funds, and exchange-traded funds all 

tend to distribute fewer taxable capital gains than most active funds, tax-managed funds are explicitly 

managed to reduce the drag of taxes. Because Vanguard no longer offers a tax-managed 

international fund, I employed an ultra-low-cost foreign-stock index fund, which also features very 

strong tax efficiency.
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On the fixed-income side, I eschewed bond funds with higher incomes and, in turn, higher tax  

costs. Instead, I employed municipal-bond funds—in this case, from Fidelity. I stuck with the firm’s 

short- and intermediate-term core muni funds, as the risk/reward profile of long-term munis  

doesn’t appear especially attractive at this juncture. (Of course, I would have said that a few years 

ago, too, and long-term bonds have continued to rally.)

For the cash piece—bucket one—an online savings account will tend to be the highest-yielding 

option, even on an aftertax basis. While a municipal money market fund might make sense for  

cash holdings in a higher-yield environment, such funds’ yields are barely positive today. Meanwhile, 

online savings accounts currently offer yields close to 1%.

Aggressive Tax-Efficient Bucket Portfolio

Anticipated Time Horizon: 20–25 Years

Risk Tolerance/Capacity: High

Target Stock/Bond/Cash Mix: 60/30/10

10% Cash (online savings account) 

10% Fidelity Limited Term Municipal Income FSTFX 

20% Fidelity Intermediate Municipal Income FLTMX 

10% Vanguard FTSE All-World ex-US VFWAX (the exchange-traded fund (VEU) is fine, too) 

40% Vanguard Tax-Managed Capital Appreciation VTCLX 

10% Vanguard Tax-Managed Small Cap VTMSX

Moderate Tax-Efficient Bucket Portfolio

Anticipated Time Horizon: 15-Plus Years

Risk Tolerance/Capacity: Average

Target Stock/Bond/Cash Mix: 50/40/10 

10% Cash (online savings account) 

15% Fidelity Limited Term Municipal Income

25% Fidelity Intermediate Municipal Income

10% Vanguard FTSE All-World ex-US (the exchange-traded fund is fine, too) 

30% Vanguard Tax-Managed Capital Appreciation 

10% Vanguard Tax-Managed Small Cap
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Conservative Tax-Efficient Bucket Portfolio

Anticipated Time Horizon: 15 Years or Fewer

Risk Tolerance/Capacity: Low

Target Stock/Bond/Cash Mix: 35/55/10 

10% Cash (online savings account) 

20% Fidelity Limited Term Municipal Income

35% Fidelity Intermediate Municipal Income

5% Vanguard FTSE All-World ex-US (the exchange-traded fund is fine, too) 

25% Vanguard Tax-Managed Capital Appreciation

5% Vanguard Tax-Managed Small Cap

Christine Benz is Morningstar’s director of personal finance and author of 30-Minute Money Solutions: A Step-by-Step Guide  
to Managing Your Finances and the Morningstar Guide to Mutual Funds: 5-Star Strategies for Success. Follow Christine on Twitter:  
@christine_benz.
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